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Smith & Nephew (ADR)
SNN
Price: $56.76 ($51.01  $69.20)
Fiscal Year Ends: December 31
Date: September 9, 2008
S&P ADR Index: $1479.66 ($2148.84$1402.66)

William Lunkes
Health Care

Smith & Nephew plc, together with its subsidiaries, engages in the development, manufacture,
and marketing of advanced medical devices to medical and surgical service providers
worldwide. Operating in four business units: Reconstruction, Trauma and Clinical Therapies,
Endoscopy, and Advanced Wound Management, the company has locations in America, Europe,
Asia, Australia, the Middle East, and Africa. Of its sales, the largest profits came from the
Reconstruction and Advanced Wound divisions, accounting for 37% and 23% of 2007 revenues
respectively. Smith & Nephew was founded in 1856 and is headquartered in London, the United
Kingdom and employs 9,190 people worldwide.
Recommendation
Smith & Nephew has experienced solid revenue
Key Statistics
Sept. 9, 2008
growth over the past 5 years with a 15% annual
Market Cap
$9.8B
average. The company should continue to experience
Shares Outstanding
176.7M
this growth as a result of the recent acquisitions. With Average Volume
124,105
the aging population in the United States as well as
Beta
.52
around the world, the reconstruction industry, a
Diluted EPS (TTM)
$1.71*
mainstay of SNN, has been growing rapidly (35% in
P/E (TTM)
33.41
2007). SNN was the first to gain FDA approval for a
P/S (TTM)
2.62
hip resurfacing product in 2006 and remained the
Price/Book
5.49
only company to offer this product for most of 2007.
Div/Total Debt
28%
While competitors in this space are beginning to
WACC
6.83%
appear, SSN is by far the market leader. This
ROE
15.84%
revolutionary process allows younger arthritis patients ROA
8.23%
to significantly reduce the effects of their condition
Gross Margin
70.50%
and remain active. In addition, the company offers a
Operating Margin
21.22%
wide variety of other profitable and advanced
Target Price
$71.89
Source: Bloomberg, Thomson*
products ranging from medical devices to burn
ointments that provide a well diversified revenue
stream. Currently, the market is undervaluing SNN and a 27% upside is realizable. With this, a
recommendation to buy has been made to take advantage of the growth potential the company
has positioned itself to realize. SNN does pay dividends, and has a 5 year average yield of
1.16%.
Investment Thesis
· Old Age. With the “baby boomer” generation rapidly aging, more individuals need joint
replacement. Osteoarthritis affects approximately 200MM people worldwide and onein
five adults in the United States. It is the most common driver for hip, knee and shoulder
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replacement procedures. Furthermore, the company’s hip resurfacing product is the
market leader in this industry and as such, could be a strong earnings catalyst.
Share Buyback. In February 2007, the company commenced a share buyback program
of up to $1.5 billion over an initial two years. In February 2008, the board authorized the
company to complete the buyback over 3 years in order to provide financial flexibility in
a difficult market.
Acquisition. SNN completed the purchase of Plus Orthopedics Holding AG in
September of 2007, and BlueSky Medical Group in May of 2007. The company has
actively expanded through acquisition and has protected and expanded its market share
through these transactions. The company has been able to complement its organic growth
through acquisition and will continue to pursue deals that can increase their market share.

Valuation
Using a discounted cash flow evaluation of SNN and assuming a perpetuity growth between
2.5% and 4% results in an intrinsic value between $41.25$136.59. Assuming a WACC of 6.8%
and a perpetuity growth rate of 3.5% a price target of $71.89 is achievable yielding a 27%
upside.

WACC

5.8%
6.8%
7.0%
7.5%
8.0%

Present Value of Equity Per Share At Perpetuity
2.5%
3.0%
3.3%
3.5%
$74.82
$88.06
$96.62
$107.05
55.29
62.50
66.87
71.89
52.43
58.92
62.82
67.27
46.28
51.38
54.38
57.75
41.25
45.34
47.71
50.35

4.0%
$136.59
84.64
78.41
65.95
56.61

Risks
· Regulation. The company’s business relies on its products passing regulatory processes.
The company is subject to regulations from the FDA in the US, the Medicines and
Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency in the UK and the Ministry for Health Labour
and Welfare in Japan. Failure to meet regulation would cause adverse conditions.
· Market Competition. SNN operates in a highly competitive environment against both
niche and international companies. Should a competitor gain an advantage through
innovation, or increased market share, the company’s profits could suffer. This is
particularly true in the lucrative orthopedic hip resurfacing industry.
· Product Recall. While the company does maintain insurance for product liability claims,
a large enough recall could result in inadequate insurance coverage causing profit to
suffer. Additionally, insurance premiums are rising and it is possible that reasonable
insurance will be unavailable in the future.
Management
David Illingworth joined Smith & Nephew in May 2002 as President of Orthopedics and was
appointed a director and CEO in February 2006. In July 2007 he was appointed Chief Executive
of Smith & Nephew PLC. Prior to joining the Group he held posts within GE Medical, as CEO
of a publicly traded medical devices company, President of a respiratory/critical care company
and President of a technology incubator company.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by Insiders and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

1%
4%

Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder Name
JP MORGAN CHASE & COMPANY
JARISLOWSKY, FRASER LTD
Natixis Asset Management, Advisors, L.P.
FMR LLC
ALGER (FRED) MANAGEMENT INC

Shares Held
659,720
598,994
557,488
524,225
503,673

Percent of Share Outstanding
.37%
.34%
.31%
.3%
.28%
Source: Yahoo! Finance
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Actuant Corporation
ATU
Price: $25.92 ($24.25$37.15)
Fiscal Year Ends: August 31
September 17, 2008
Russell 2000 Index: $676.38 (643.28852.06)

Connor Lawrie
Industrial Materials

Actuant Corporation, headquartered in Butler, Wisconsin, is a diversified manufacturer of
industrial products and systems. ATU spunoff of its electronics division in FY00, and now
operates in four segments; industrial (34%), electrical (31%), actuation (27%), and engineered
products (7%). The industrial segment is primarily involved in the design, manufacture, and
distribution of branded hydraulic tools to the industrial, oil & gas, power generation,
construction, and production automation markets. This segment also provides manpower
services and tool rental to the global joint integrity market. The electrical segment is primarily
involved in the design, manufacture, and distribution of electrical tools and supplies to the retail,
electrical wholesale, OEM, and marine markets. The actuation systems segment focuses on
developing and marketing highly engineered position and motion control systems for OEMs in
the recreational vehicle, automotive, truck, and other industrial markets. Actuant employs more
than 7,400 people across its operations in more than 30 countries.
Key Statistics
9/17/08
Recommendation
$1,450.0M
Actuant’s management believes they can achieve Market Cap
Shares
Outstanding
55.92M
revenue and EPS growth through both organic
growth and integrating accretive acquisitions into Average Volume (Avg. 3mo) 452,175
1.22
existing platforms. Over the last five years ATU’s Beta* (3yr weekly)
$2.05
total revenue grew at a CAGR of 20% and EPS 2008 Est. EPS
$2.31
grew at a 22% CAGR. The weak economic 2009 Est. EPS
13.71
environment could be an excellent buying P/E (TTM)
0.93
opportunity for ATU, which plans to deploy $150 P/S (TTM)
11.27%
$250 million for acquisitions in FY09. WACC*
34.76%
Management also stressed a prospective platform Debt/Assets* (TTM)
22.62%
in the $200$600 million range. The four operating ROE
33.19%
segments diversify the revenue stream which has Gross Margin*
13.29%
been beneficial for ATU. The industrial segment Operating Margin*
0.20%
has experienced high growth (14% organic and Dividend Yield
$32.87
15% acquisition revenue growth in F3Q08 YOY) Target Price
Source: Yahoo! Finance, *Bloomberg
which has helped compensate for the weakened
growth in the electrical segment. Due to its strong financial position, proven growth strategy,
and exposure to favorable oil and gas and industrial markets, it is recommended that ATU be
added to the AIM portfolio at a target price of $32.87.
Investment Thesis
· Acquisition Growth In fiscal years 2005, 2006, and 2007, ATU executed $457 million,
$129 million, and $163 million in acquisitions, respectively. For FY09, management has
increased the high end of ATU’s expected capital deployment range for acquisitions from
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$150$200 million to $150$250. Upon an acquisition, management seeks to drive cost
reductions, develop additional crossselling opportunities and deepen customer
relationships through its LEAD initiatives (“Lean Enterprise Across Disciplines”). ATU
expands newly acquired companies into new technologies, geographies, distribution
channels, and product categories.
Diversified Revenue Stream Having a diversified revenue stream both from a product
and geographic standpoint helps ATU mitigate exposure in a weak economy. For FY07,
Actuant derived approximately 52% of its revenue from the US, 39% from Europe, 7%
from Asia, 1% from Canada, and 1% from South and Latin America.
Joint Integrity Segment Hydratight, Actuant’s joint integrity segment, is the only firm
of its size to offer a full range of services as well as provide internally sourced tools and
equipment. This segment serves the oil and gas and other various industrial segments
Financial Strength Actuant’s balance sheet is well positioned with approximately $91
million in cash, $140 million in free cash flow generation expected for FY08, and $250
million available on its credit facility. Total interest payments were covered five times
by EBIT for FY07.

Valuation
A 5 year DCF valuation for ATU indicates an intrinsic value of $31.50 using a WACC of
10.91% and a terminal growth rate of 3.0% compared to the current price of $25.92. Adjusting
for WACC and terminal growth assumptions leads to a price range of $23.78$44.01. A P/E
model was utilized applying the low, mean, and high FY09 EPS estimations, which yielded an
average value of $33.14. An EV/EBITDA multiple was calculated using a peer group multiple
and estimated FY09 EBIDTA which yielded a value of $38.80. Taking into account all
valuations, a target price of $32.87 was found. The firm pays a dividend of $0.04.
Risks
· Weak RV and Electrical Markets Revenue for “doityourself” electrical products
supplied to retail customers are down approximately 6% for F3Q08. In addition, the
actuation systems that supply the RV market are down approximately 27% F3Q08.
These markets are likely to remain weak throughout FY09.
· Acquisition Risk Actuant’s revenue and EPS growth strategy relies heavily on accretive
acquisitions. Inability to integrate recent acquisitions successfully and in an expedient
manner could be detrimental to future profitability.
· Currency Risk For the FY07, approximately 48% of Actuant’s revenues were
denominated in currencies other than the US Dollar (67% Euro and 33% British Pound).
Some derivatives are used to minimize currency fluctuations but the main exposure
remains with purchases from suppliers and third party affiliates.
Management
Bob Arzbaecher, the current chairman and CEO, has been with the company since 1992. Bob
has served as Actuant’s CFO and has been CEO since the company was spun off from Applied
Power in 2000. Andy Lampereur, the Executive Vice President and CFO, has served various
positions at Actuant since joining in 1993.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

3.72%
100.00%
Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder Name

Shares Held

Percent of Share Outstanding

Capital World Investors
Westfield Capital Management
T. Rowe Price New Horizons Fund
Barclays Global Investor UK Holdings Ltd.
Keeley Asset Management Corp.

3,450,000
3,270,590
3,000,000
2,201,154
1,872,500

6.17%
5.85%
5.36%
3.94%
3.35%
Source: Yahoo! Finance
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Belden, Inc.
BDC
Price: $33.70 ($27.96 – $59.48)
Fiscal Year Ends: December 31
Date: September 12, 2008
Russell 2000 Index: 720.26 (643.28  852.06)

Kevin Roloff
Hardware Sector

Belden Inc. designs, manufactures, and markets signal transmission solutions. Products offered
include electronic cables (copper, fiber, and composite), connectors, and complementary
products that house and organize cables. These products are sold into the following markets:
industrial, audio and video, security, networking, transportation and defense, consumer
electronics, and communications. Belden generally focuses on market segments that require
highly differentiated, highperformance products. BDC’s products are primarily sold through
distribution, but they are also sold directly to OEMs and installers. Belden operates in four
segments: Belden Americas (37% of Q208 revenue), Specialty Products (13%), Europe (34%),
and Asia Pacific (16%). The company was formerly known as Belden CDT after a merger with
Cable Design Technologies in 2004, but the company changed its name to its current form in
May of 2007. Belden is headquartered in Saint Louis, Missouri.
Recommendation
Since an allstock merger with Cable Design Technologies
in 2004, Belden has benefited from an increased market
presence, a leaner cost structure, and greater economy of
scale. Revenues have grown from just under $1 billion in
2004 to over $2 billion in 2007, operating margin has
grown from 4.8% to 11.3%, and profit margin has risen
from 1.5% to 6.7%. The Board of Directors started paying
out a regular dividend ($.05/quarter) in 2004, and a $100M
share repurchase program authorized in August 2007 was
completed by Q208 (2.4M shares at an average price of
$41.14). In an attempt to keep momentum, Belden is
undergoing a significant transformation. While it has
traditionally sold into an intensely competitive market that
sells lowmargin, commoditylike products, Belden is
focusing efforts to reduce lowmargin revenue and
increase revenue from specialty products. With a target
price of $45.00, it is recommended that BDC be added to
the AIM Equity Fund. This offers a return potential of
34%.

Key Statistics
Market Cap
Shares Outstanding
Average Vol. (3 mo.)
Beta*
Diluted EPS (TTM)
2008 Estimated EPS
P/E (TTM)
PEG (5 yr expected)
WACC*
Debt/Equity (qtr end)
ROE
Operating Margin
Profit Margin
Dividend Yield
Target Price

Sept. 2008
$1.45B
43.11M
724,460
1.57
$2.87
$3.27
11.75
1.73
11.93%
0.408
13.53%
11.30%
6.70%
0.60%
$45.00

Source: Yahoo! Finance *Bloomberg

Investment Thesis
· Strategic Acquisitions. Since the beginning of 2007, Belden has acquired four
businesses that have helped gain market share in growing industries, expand product
lines, improve margins, and gain more international exposure. Management has made it
clear that the company will continue to make acquisitions that will expand its current
product offering and continue its focus on highmargin products.
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Margin Expansion and Cost Control. Management has set a goal to achieve a 15%
operating margin. In 2008 alone, management intends to cut $26M in costs by shifting
production from the US to Mexico and China and by continuing to stress lean
manufacturing. Just recently, Belden completed its global exit from the lowmargin
telecom cable business, and they continue to place emphasis on growing the highmargin
businesses of industrial automation, connectivity, and consumer OEM.
Industrial Automation. There is a rapid trend towards the adoption of Industrial
Ethernet Technology. Already prominent in Europe, the trend is expected to globalize.
Belden’s industrial solutions (45% of 2Q08 revenue) are among the best in the business
and have improved since the acquisitions of Hirschman Automation and Lumberg
Automation in 2007.
International and Emerging Markets. International revenue continues to grow (59%
of total revenue in 2Q08 vs. 55% in 2007). In particular, Belden expects to benefit from
the rapid expansion of infrastructure in the emerging marketsgrowth in China grew 40%
yearoveryear in 2Q08.

Valuation
Assuming a WACC of 12.0% and a 3.00% terminal growth rate, a discounted cash flow model
yielded an intrinsic value of $47.11. Based on a number of historical price multiples for Belden,
the lowest implied value was $42.40. Taking both valuations into account, a price target of
$45.00 was established, which provides a 34% return potential.

Risks
· Commodity prices. Belden uses copper, PVC, polyethylene, and a number of other raw
materials in its manufacturing operations. Historically, they have been able to pass price
increases along to customers. Belden sees no shortage in materials for the foreseeable
future, and they believe that they have alternative sources of supply or access to
alternatives for all raw materials used.
· Trends in Technology. Historically, Belden’s primary focus had been on lowmargin,
copperbased products. With the rapid acceptance of fiber optic (as costs fall) and
wireless solutions (as reliability increases), Belden continues to add more of these
products to its portfolio. However, if Belden fails to keep pace with current and future
trends, they may lose mind share among customers.
· Acquisition risk. Thus far, Belden has done an exceptional job at selecting acquisition
targets and integrating the operations of acquired businesses; however, that does not
guarantee that future acquisitions will be as smooth.
Management
John Stroup has been president and CEO of Belden since late 2005. Prior to joining Belden, he
served as a Group Executive at Danaher Corporation. Gary Benoist, CFO and VP of Finance,
joined Belden in mid2006 and previously served as a Senior VP and Director of Finance at
Motorola.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners*:

8%
92%

Source: Yahoo! Finance *MSN Money

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder Name
Wellington Management Company
Fidelity Management & Research
Columbia Wagner Asset Management
Barclays Global Investors UK Holdings
Morgan Stanley

Shares
Held
4,897,313
4,525,560
2,366,000
2,349,111
2,271,643

Percent of Shares
Outstanding
11.36%
10.50%
5.49%
5.45%
5.27%
Source: Yahoo! Finance
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Core Laboratories
CLB
Price: $105.98 ($102.08 – $155.50)
Fiscal Year Ended: December 31
Date: September 17, 2008
Stanley Nunoo
S&P ADR Index 1572.05 (1479.66  1579.70)
Energy Sector
Core Laboratories (CLB) provides reservoir optimization services to the global oil and gas
industry. The company specializes in analyzing petroleum reservoir rock and fluids, helping oil
and gas companies determine how much gas or oil is present in their reservoirs as well as how
quickly it can be extracted. Through its three business units, Reservoir Description, Production
Enhancement, and Reservoir Management, CLB also provides equipment, analysis and services
designed to optimize current reservoir production. The Amsterdambased firm was founded in
1936 and has operations globally with market exposure in 50 countries and is located in every
major oilproducing province in the world.
Recommendation
CLB is strategically positioned to operate as a global Key Statistics
niche provider of oil and gas reservoir production Market Cap
optimizing technology. The products and services Shares Outstanding
provided by CLB are becoming increasingly important Average Volume
as companies and countries across the world are having Beta
trouble maintaining and/or increasing production. The EPS (TTM)
recent addition of Turkey–based petroleum testing 2008 Consensus EPS
laboratory, Cantoni Persa, allows CLB to benefit from P/E (TTM)
expanding its reservoir fluids and analytical testing Gross Margin
capabilities further into the Middle East and the greater WACC
Caspian region. The successful introduction of new ROE
technologies and services, such as the newly released Debt/Assets
perforation system, SuperHERO, and further Operating Margin
penetration in key areas within the oil and gas industry, Dividend Yield
has led to a 16.5% yearoveryear growth in revenue Target Price
and a 38% growth in EBITDA during 2007. It is *Source: Bloomberg
recommended that CLB be added to the International
AIM equity portfolio with a price target of $140, a 23% return potential.

9/17/2008
$2.6B
24.41M
283,191
0.877
5.33
6.21
21.41
30.11%
9.20%
180.78%
54.25%
27.42%
0.30%
$140

Investment Thesis
· Unique Business Model. CLB is one of the few companies whose main function is to
promote reservoir optimization and maximization of production from existing wells. The
firm’s business model gives it an integral position in the life cycle of oil and natural gas
reservoirs. Currently the average recovery rate on existing wells is 40%. On average,
products and services from CLB have helped improve recovery rates by 10%  15%. As new
global production opportunities continue to become harder to find, CLB will continue to
benefit from the companies that shift their focus to optimizing production from existing
wells.
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Strong Global Presence. With 51% of its revenues derived from the broader international
market, CLB is partially protected from the volatility of the US oil E&P market. To
capitalize on the development of oil sands natural gas and shale reservoirs in North America,
CLB has recently developed the Calgarybased GasShale Center for Canada. Once
operational, management estimates that this center will increase annual Canadian revenues
by 15%.

·

Mitigate Commodity Price Volatility. Productionrelated activities, such as helping target
ways for clients to generate incremental production, accounted for 85% of CLB’s revenues in
2007. These services are less prone to nearterm volatility in commodity prices than drilling
related and E&P operations.

·

Proprietary Technology. CLB has a large R&D initiative geared toward developing new
services and technologies that lower the cost of finding and developing oil and natural gas.
CLB’s innovative tools allow the firm to maximize production of oil and gas reservoirs while
minimizing the chance for well formation damage. The consistency and reliability of these
tools led to an 18% yoy revenue growth in 2007.

Valuation
A 5year DCF valuation for CLB with a calculated WACC of 9.20% and a terminal growth rate
of 3.0% leads to an intrinsic share price of $139.40, versus the current price of $114.33.
Adjusting for best and worst case scenarios yields a price range of $99.96  $188.43. Based on an
industry average EV/EBITDA multiple of 12.9x for oil and gas service firms of a similar size, a
price of $138.20 was obtained. After accounting for these valuations, the target price has been set
at $140 with an upside potential of 22.5%. CLB also currently has a dividend yield of 0.30%.
Risks
· CapEx Dependency. The products and services provided by CLB are aimed at
evaluating reservoir performance as well as increasing oil and gas recovery from both
new and existing fields. These services are strongly correlated to the capital expenditure
programs of CLB’s clients. During periods of low commodity prices E&P companies
tend to invest less in capital expenditures which has a negative impact on the demand for
services from CLB.
·

Regions of Operation. CLB has continued to increase its presence in high profile
geopolitical areas such as Nigeria, Venezuela, Iran and Iraq. Ongoing unrest and/or
government intervention in these areas could have a detrimental effect on CLB’s
performance and ability to generate revenue in these areas.

Management
Core Laboratories N.V. is lead by CEO David M. Demshur, who joined the company in 1979.
He has held various roles within the company including Vice President of EMEA from 1989 
1991 and Senior Vice President of Petroleum Services from 19911994. The COO, Monty L.
Davis, has been in position since 1999. Both men have been instrumental in growing the firm
into a global leader in the oil and gas service industry.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

5%
97%
Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder Name
Capital World Investors
BAMCO INC.
Munder Capital Management, Inc.
Vontobel Asset Management, Inc.
Wentworth, Hauser, and Violich

Marquette University AIM Fund

Shares Held
1,197,700
1,146,592
1,109,007
1,106,562
905,278

Percent of Share Outstanding
5.21%
4.98%
4.82%
4.81%
3.94%
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Grupo Televisa SA
TV
Price: $22.54 ($19.76$28.12)
Fiscal Year Ends: December 31
September 18, 2008
S&P ADR Index: $1,561.48 (1,484.092,148.84)

Karina Moreno
Media Sector

Televisa SA is the largest Spanishspeaking media company operating out of Mexico and a major
participant in the international entertainment industry. The company, along with its subsidiaries,
operates within eight segments: Television Broadcasting, PayTelevision, Programming Exports,
Publishing, Publishing Exports, Sky, Cable and Telecom and Other Businesses. Televisa’s
primary business lies within their television broadcasting segment that represented half of their
revenues in 2007. They operate four of the 10 television stations in Mexico (channels 2, 4, 5 and
9) and produced 14 payTV channels that reached subscribers in the Americas, Europe, Asia
Pacific. The company focuses on provided high quality programming to its consumers making
them the world’s leading producer Spanishlanguage television content.
Recommendation
Key Statistics
Sep08
Televisa dominates the televisionbroadcasting industry in Market Cap
$11.0B
Mexico, providing high quality television programming which Shares Outstanding
488.87M
has allowed them to be the world’s largest producer of Spanish Average Volume
3.89M
language television content. In 2007, their broadcast television Beta
1.25
channels aired 78% of the top 100 programs in Mexico, as well EPS (TTM)
$1.29
as 36% of the Spanishprogramming in the US. The company’s Forward EPS
$1.50
strong cash generation and capital structure have allowed them P/E (TTM)
16.62
to expand their business into new market segments, diversifying Forward P/E
14.29
their product mix. With their recent acquisition of Editorial
Debt/Equity
67.60%
Atlantida, S.A, the leading magazine publishing company in
WACC
14.14%
Argentina, they continue to be the world’s largest Spanish
ROA
10.62%
language magazine publisher and magazine distribution
ROE
15.66%
company. Televisa exported more than 60 thousand hours of
Dividend Yield
1.60%
programming to more than 60 countries and has recently
Operating Margin
34.84%
initiated negotiations to produce a telenovela in China. Through
$28.70
their ability to enter new segments and markets internationally, Target Price
the company has potential for greater growth. Televisa is recommended for addition to the AIM
International Fund with a target price of $28.70 a 27.3% return.
Investment Thesis
· Growing Hispanic Population. Televisa is positioned to benefit from the growing US
Hispanic population which is estimated to increase in the year 2020 to 20% of the US
population from its current 15.1%. In 2007, they provided 36% of Univision’s (the US
Spanishspeaking network) broadcasting hours which enables them to strengthen their
position within the US Hispanic market.
· Growth through Acquisitions. The company plans to continue to leverage their
capabilities to develop new business opportunities and expand acquisitions throughout
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Mexico and internationally. Their current acquisition of Editorial Atlantida, S.A, the
leading magazine publishing company in Argentina, increased sales in their publishing
segment by 10.6% in 2007.
Leader in the Mexican market. Televisa aired 73% of the top 200 channels watched in
Mexico during 2007. Their continuing efforts to provide high quality programming has
successfully increased revenues while controlling its costs and expenses. Their
broadcasting segment in 2007 yielded a 49.6% operating segment margin.

Valuation
A DCF model was used to determine the intrinsic value of the company using ten years of
historical data. Using growth rates of 7% and 4% for the periods 20082012 and 2013 2017
respectively, along with terminal rate of 2% and a WACC of 14.14%, a price target of $28.70
was derived. After running a sensitivity analysis using WACC and the terminal value
assumptions, the target range for the stock price was $25.92 to $33.36. With its current stock
price of $22.52, Televisa is undervalued by 15.1% in the worst case scenario.
13.0%
13.5%
14.0%
14.5%
15.0%

$
$
$
$
$

1.0%
30.76
29.40
28.15
26.99
25.92

$
$
$
$
$

Sensitivity Table
1.5%
2.0%
31.32
$ 31.94
29.90
$ 30.44
28.59
$ 29.07
27.38
$ 27.81
26.27
$ 26.65

$
$
$
$
$

2.5%
32.61
31.03
29.59
28.27
27.06

$
$
$
$
$

3.0%
33.36
31.68
30.16
28.77
27.50

Risks
· Currency Risk. About 53.28% of the company’s debt and costs are denominated in US
Dollars which could cause them to incur foreign exchange losses if the Peso depreciates
against the Dollar. The Peso has appreciated against the Dollar from 20042007, but there
is no certainty that future market conditions will continue this trend.
· Unstable Mexican market. The Mexican market has experienced irregular periods of
economic growth that make it difficult to predict future performance. Historically, the
country’s GDP has been volatile with 3.1%, 4.9% and 3.2% for 2005, 2006 and 2007,
respectively. If Mexico were to go into a recession, the demand for advertising and all
other telecommunication services would decrease which would in turn negatively affect
the financial health of the firm.
· Litigation with Univision. Televisa has a pending lawsuit against Univision which
could jeaperdize their relationship with the company and limit their expansion within the
US. They currently distribute five payTV channels in the US through Univision that can
be terminated if Unvision would cease their joint venture with Televsia.
· Insider Holdings. Emilio Azcarraga Jean, the Chairman, President and CEO of Televisa
holds a major stake in the shares outstanding giving him the power to elect 11 of the 20
members of the Board. His control can deter the company from the interests of the
stockholders and limit their ability to raise capital.
Management
Emilio Azcarraga Jean has been the Chairman, President and CEO of Televisa since 1997. The
company went public in the Mexican Stock Exchange in 1991 and the New York Stock
Exchange in 1993.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

1.7%
71.7%
Source: Bloomberg

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder Name
Davis Selected Advisors
Dodge & Cox
Invesco LTD
Fidelity Management
Oppenheimer Funds Inc.

Marquette University AIM Fund

Shares Held
38,507,108
36,389,392
28,692,816
25,887,156
20,861,722

September 24, 2008

Percent of Share Outstanding
7.88%
7.45%
5.88%
5.30%
4.27%
Source: Bloomberg
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Syngenta AG (ADR)
SYT
Price: $44.74 ($40.01  $66.78)
Fiscal Year Ends: December 31
Date: September 17, 2008
Swiss Market Index 6,802.41 (6,422.90 – 9,243.80)

Patrick Abeln
International Industrial Materials

Syngenta AG (SYT) is a worldleading agribusiness company headquartered in Basel,
Switzerland. Syngenta was formed in 2000 through an agreement between Novartis and
AstraZeneca, which merged the Novartis crop protection and seeds businesses with the Zeneca
agrochemicals business. Syngenta’s operations focus on the discovery, development,
manufacture, and marketing of a range of products designed to improve crop yields and food
quality. The company is divided into three main segments: Crop Protection, Seeds, and
Professional Development, accounting for 78.8%, 21.8%, and 0.1% of sales, respectively (with a
minor overlap). SYT operates in most countries of the world, with major production facilities in
the United States, United Kingdom, Switzerland, China, and India. In 2007, 36.3% of sales were
in Europe, 33.6% in the NAFTA region, 16.9% in Latin America, and 13.2% in AsiaPacific.
Recommendation
Syngenta AG is a worldleader in the crop
protection and seeds industries. These products are
in high demand as farmers are looking to increase
crop yields in order to meet the demands of a
worldwide food shortage. High product demand has
led to an increase in crop acreage, while increased
commodity prices have made farming significantly
more expensive. As a result, most of this industry is
looking for ways to become more efficient and to
maximize crop yields in order to maintain profit
margins. SYT has a wide range of proven products,
including herbicides, fungicides, and pesticides.
Although the company has not been an innovator in
biotechnology, it has steadily advanced its position
over the past two to three years. Based on high
product demand, a diverse product portfolio, and
improving efficiency, it is recommended that
Syngenta be added to the International AIM Portfolio.

Key Statistics
Market Cap
Shares Outstanding
Average Volume
Beta
EPS (ttm)
P/E (ttm)
P/S (ttm)
WACC
Debt/Equity (mrq)
ROE (ttm)
Gross Margin (mrq)
Operating Margin (mrq)
Dividend Yield
Target Price

Sept. 15, 2008
$21.46B
472.37M
667,114
0.92
$2.94
15.46
2.04
9.84%
0.448
21.29%
49.47%
18.37%
2%
$62.00

Source: Yahoo! Finance, Bloomberg

Investment Thesis
· Increased demand for crop protection products. The World Bank recently announced
that 33 countries are currently facing food crises. At the same time, the world’s
population continues to grow by more than 1% per year. These trends have led to heavy
demand for agricultural products, and according to Syngenta’s CEO Mike Mack the
market is gearing up to increase global food supply by 50% over the next 20 years.
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·

Diverse product and sales base. Syngenta is a market leader in the crop protection
industry, and ranks third in the commercial seeds market. In 2007, Crop Protection
accounted for 78% of sales, while Seeds represented 21% of sales. The company has
also avoided becoming too concentrated in any single market, with Europe, NAFTA,
Latin America, and Asia Pacific representing 36.3%, 33.6%, 16.9%, and 13.2% of sales,
respectively.
Improved efficiency. Over the past five years, Syngenta has incurred over $1B of
restructuring charges as part of the company’s Operational Efficiency Program. The
program was implemented in order to cut costs and eliminate inefficient assets.
Management has reiterated that this program is still on track, and these cash charges are
expected to fall off over the next 23 years. Operating margins have increased from 7.4%
in 2004 to 15.8% in 2007, and are expected to increase to 20% or greater as the
restructuring charges continue to decline.

Valuation
Based on a DCF valuation (using a WACC of 9.84% and terminal growth of 3%), an intrinsic
value of $62.51 was determined. Also, an Enterprise Value / EBITDA multiple valuation was
used, which has generated an intrinsic value of $59.02. Additionally, Syngenta is currently
trading around 1516x earnings, compared to the company’s five year average of 23.6x. Taking
all of this into account, a target price of $62 per share was estimated, which represents a 38.58%
premium to Syngenta’s current market price. The company also pays a 2% dividend.
Risks
· Unfavorable weather patterns. The demand for Syngenta’s products could decrease
significantly under unfavorable planting conditions. The company is able to moderate
this risk to some extent given the diverse regional exposure and wide range of products.
· Currency risk. Syngenta is headquartered in Switzerland and reports results in US
Dollars, but the company has significant operations worldwide. In 2007, approximately
21% of sales were denominated in Euros, while Swiss Francs and British Pounds
accounted for 4% of sales. Management does have an active risk management program
in place (including hedging), but future results could be negatively impacted by the US
Dollar strengthening relative to currencies such as the Euro, Pound, or Swiss Franc.
· Intense competition. Syngenta’s key competitors include BASF, Bayer, Dow, DuPont,
and Monsanto. It is estimated that these six companies (including Syngenta) account for
about 70% of the worldwide crop protection market. Although this has led to an intense
sales environment, SYT has continued to post consistent sales growth in its Crop
Protection segment. Also, the company’s crop protection products are number one or
two in all target segments, and SYT maintains one of the broadest seed portfolios in the
industry.
Management
Michael Mack became the CEO of Syngenta on January 1, 2008, after former CEO Michael
Pragnell retired at the end of 2007. Mack has been with Syngenta since 2002, and served as the
COO of the Seeds division from 20042007. The Board of Directors is made up of 11 members,
representing five nationalities and a wide range of business and scientific backgrounds. Seven of
the 11 board members have served as a director for seven or more years.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by Insiders and 5% Holders:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

0.0%
7.0%

Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder Name
Wellington Management Company, LLP
FMR LLC
Janus Capital Management, LLC
Van Eck Associates Corporation
Munder Capital Management, Inc.

Shares Held
7,833,900
4,461,418
4,046,612
2,464,780
1,537,263

Percent of Share Outstanding
1.51%
0.86%
0.78%
0.47%
0.30%
Source: Yahoo! Finance
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Eclipsys Corp.
ECLP
Price: $22.85 (17.0726.34)
Fiscal Year Ends: December 31
Date: September 16, 2008
Russell 2000 Index: 710.65 (643.28 – 852.06)

Andy Verchota
Software Sector

Eclipsys participates in the Healthcare Information Technology (HIT) space. Their products
include clinical, administrative, and financial software to improve patient care and
organizational efficiency. Functions include managing client information, diagnosis assistance,
and realtime statistics on treatment profitability. Products are sold to differing hospital sizes as
well as other healthcare organizations. Utilizing a direct sales force, ECLP sales personnel are
divided regionally and by product. ECLP is in direct competition with Cerner, McKesson, and
Quality Systems. The company is headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia and has 2,100 domestic
and international employees. ECLP was founded in 1995 and went public in 1998.
Recommendation
Eclipsys creates value through sales execution and
innovation of their product line. Following a recent
restructuring, the company is well positioned to
capitalize on a growing industry. Recently, ECLP
has experienced revenue growth of 24.0%, 11.5%,
and 11.7%, in 2005, 2006, and 2007, respectively.
Concern over hospital spending has prevented
significant appreciation in the stock price. Future
growth will be driven by high margin products and
penetration in existing markets. Since restructuring
in 2006, ECLP developed a revenue model which
provides more consistent quarterly profits. are well
positioned to capitalize on a burgeoning sector in
healthcare, making ECLP a good fit for the AIM
Small Cap Fund.

Key Statistics
Market Cap
Shares Outstanding
Average Volume
Beta
EPS (TTM)
F2009 Estimated EPS
P/E (forward)
P/B
P/S (TTM)
WACC
ROE
Gross Margin
Operating Margin
Target Price

Sept. 16, 2008
$1.243B
54.4M
.695M
0.77
$0.90
$1.04
21.9
4.6
2.4
9.32%
51.3%
44.8%
7.8%
$26.00
Source: FactSet

Investment Thesis
· Revenue Cycle Management (RCM). An RCM system allows hospitals to view a
clearer picture of revenues and costs, an important function as healthcare costs continue
to rise. It is estimated that 4050% systems are in need of replacement. In total, this
represents a $34B opportunity over the next 35 years. As a leading participant in HIT
software, ECLP stands to gain significantly from a sustained adoption of RCM products.
ECLP’s RCM product represented 20% of the company’s top line growth in 2Q07.
ECLP further differentiates their product with the recent acquisition of EPSi, a leading
Decision Support solution, providing a real time picture of the hospital’s financial
position. With an already large footprint in RCM, penetration of the EPSi product will
provide an additional $0.52.5M in addition to RCM worth $710M/contract.
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·

·

Margin Expansion. During the past several years management has focused numerous
initiatives on cost reduction. In 2006, a sizable restructuring took place that transitioned
the Networking and CPRMC products, both low margin offerings. Also, the sales
structure was altered to offer incentives on sales of high margins products, disregarding
volume. Management has set goals for 20% operating margins and 50% gross margins.
To further cost reduction, management has made a push to develop an international
presence. Currently, there are over 500 employees working in India as a part of the
subsidiary, Eclipsys – India, allowing ECLP to utilize the strong technical skills and
lower wage rates abroad.
Resilient Revenue Model. Since 2000, ECLP has transitioned their revenue model away
from onetime payments. Instead, hospitals enter into 57 year contracts that secure more
regular and transparent revenue streams, normally including an addition service contract
(37 years). In 2007, 64% of ECLP revenues were reoccurring. Long term contracts have
resulted in 40% lower revenues in the first year, and an average payment of 20%
compared to that of full purchase. This allows hospitals to structure payments across
many years instead of large single year allocations, providing greater incentive to take on
additional products. Currently, 80% of ECLP’s deals are done in this form.

Valuation
An intrinsic value of $25.51 was derived using a DCF model. Applying bull (15%) and bear
(11%) growth rates resulted in a range of $17.1530.72. A price target of $26.00 has been
selected that would result in the stock trading at 25X FY08 earnings, in line with the industry
average. This valuation provides for ~15% upside.
Risks
· Reduced IT Spending. Current headwinds in the healthcare market have created an
environment less conducive to discretionary spending. Hospitals may be resilient to new
IT systems or upgrades during this downturn. In the recent HIMSS Leadership Survey,
26% of market participants cited financial support as the largest barrier to adding IT
infrastructure, up from 20% in 2007. While this is a short term outlook, this environment
could prevent execution of management plans and goals.
· Lacking IT Infrastructure. It is estimated that over 40,000 IT professionals will be
needed in hospitals to meet demand for HIT product. Despite apparent demand for
products, an IT infrastructure must exist for any hospital to include ECLP products.
Recently, the Senate proposed a plan to infuse 10,000 IT professionals into the system by
2010. Also, to combat this discrepancy ECLP offers Remote Hosting which reduces the
hospitals interaction with the technology by offering the services remotely.
· Weak Credit Markets. An estimated value of $160M in auctionrate securities has been
tied up by failed auctions. This forced the company to incur $50M in shortterm debt for
the recent purchase of EPSi. A continuation of problems in this market could cause a
material loss in these investments, resulting in less liquidity for future objectives.
Management
Andrew Eckert (owns <1% of shares) has been President and CEO since 2006. Andrew has
experience with technology and financial firms with experience at SumTotal Systems, Docent,
and Goldman Sachs. The three Executive Vice Presidents have experience at ECLP’s
competitors including Cerner, McKesson, and WebMD.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by Insiders:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

23%
49%

Source: Thompson Analytics

Top 5 Institutional Shareholders
Holder Name
FMR LLC
Eagle Asset Management
Manning & Napier Advisors, Inc.
Bridger Management LLC
Tremblant Capital Group

Shares Held
3,481,257
3,412,816
3,366,504
3,203,457
2,994,964

Percent of Share Outstanding
6.40%
6.28%
6.19%
5.89%
5.51%
Source: Yahoo! Finance
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Exactech, Inc.
EXAC
Price: $24.00($15.19$31.73)
Fiscal Year Ends: December 31
Date: September 17, 2008
Russell 2000 Index: 676.38 (643.28 852.06)

Lauren Grebe
Health Care Sector

Exactech, Inc. develops, manufactures, markets, and sells orthopedic implant devices and
supplies. They specialize in knee, hip, spine, and upper extremity joint replacement systems.
Bone cement, antibiotic hip spacers, and spine products also significantly contribute to revenue.
Exactech currently distributes to over 25 countries and all 50 states through both independent
distributors and subsidiaries. Exactech was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in
Gainesville, Florida.
Recommendation
9/17/2008
Unique product design, efficient manufacturing Key Statistics
processes, and an effective sales force make Exactech Market Cap
$304.1M
a player in an industry of large competitors. Exatech Shares Outstanding
12.67M
has become increasingly more vertically integrated Average Volume
92,945
though time, keeping the business agile for its size and Beta*
1.3
able to quickly react to changing customer needs and EPS (TTM)
$0.91
industry trends. With the recent acquisitions of Altiva
2008 Estimated EPS*
$0.94
and France Medica, Exactech is well poised for
P/E (TTM)
26.37
international growth. They continue to establish
1.29
distributors throughout the globe. Today they have PEG
14.1%
subsidiaries or independent distributors in over 25 WACC
14.7%
countries. In the first half of 2008, international sales Debt/Equity
ROE
11.2%
increased 74% over the first half of 2007, making
international sales 32% of total revenue. Gross Margin*
64.4%
Enhancements to the Optetrak knee system, coupled Operating Margin
12.1%
with the release of the Equinoxe and Optecure Target Price
$31.00
shoulder product and service, has resulted in a 78% Source: Yahoo! Finance, *Reuters
increase in net income in the first half of 2008.
Favorable demographic trends will continue demand for orthopedic systems into the future.
Given the above factors and a target price of $31, it is recommended that Exactech, Inc. be added
to the Applied Investment Management Equity Portfolio.
Investment Thesis
· Growing Demand in Orthopedic Industry. Exactech is well positioned to capitalize on
changing world demographics. People are living longer than ever before; and bone and
joint diseases account for half of all chronic conditions for people over 50. The target
population is expected to double by 2020, translating into continued demand long term.
·

Internal Manufacturing. Exactech manufactures many of its own products which
reduces costs and encourages continuous process improvement. The increased response
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time, flexibility, and quality control distinguish Exactech from its competitors. The
reduced costs are reflected in a gross margin of 65% and operating margin of 13%, while
competitors average 53% and 4% respectively.
·

International Positioning. Exactech has established a strong network of subsidiary
distributors and independent distributors, enabling Exactech to reach new markets. In the
first half of 2008, international sales increased 74% to $26 million or 31% of total sales.
International sales are Exactech’s greatest opportunity for growth.

Valuation
A DCF model and relative P/E valuation were used to value Exactech. Using a WACC of 7%
and a terminal growth rate of 3%, a value of $32 was determined. The below sensitivity analysis
shows how changes in assumptions changes the target price, giving a range of $22.7352.59. A
P/E valuation using a 30X industry multiple arrives at a price of $29. Weighing the two
methodologies, a price target of $31 had been determined.
Terminal Growth Rate

WACC

2.50%

3.00%

3.50%

6.00%

$38.78

$44.54

$52.59

7.00%

$28.94

$32.02

$36.05

8.00%

$22.73

$24.61

$26.92

Risks
· Inventory Obsolescence. Because surgeon demands are uncertain until the time of
surgery, each product variation at each size must be available. If a product were to
become obsolete, the outstanding unsold inventory would be recorded as a loss. Current
inventory on hand or on loan totals $32 million.
·

Acquisitions. Exactech has purchased both Altiva and France Medica in 2008, and the
full result of integration is yet to be seen. These do seem to be cautious acquisitions, as
Exactech held a minority stake in Altiva for 5 years, and used France Medica as a
distributor.

·

FDA Regulation. The healthcare industry is controlled in the design, manufacture, and
distribution of medical devices. Exactech is registered with the FDA as a device
establishment, but this does not guarantee the agency will approve a device. Exactech has
no history of problems meeting FDA regulations.

·

Currency Risk. When distributing products to over 25 countries, currency risk must be
considered. Exactech participates in currency hedging to mitigate this risk.

Management
Dr. R. William Petty is the Founder, Chairman, and Chief Executive Officer. The Executive Vice
President, Dr. Gary J. Miller, is also a founder. Both Petty and Miller bring industry experience
as orthopedic surgeons, enabling them to communicate well with customers and better
understand their needs. They are headquartered in Gainsville, Florida and have 285 full time
employees.
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Performance Chart Relative to Russell 2000

1 Year Price Chart

Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

42%
42%
Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder Name
FMR, LLC
FIDELITY LOWPRICED STOCK FUND
GAMCO INVESTORS, INC.
BARCLAYS GLOBAL INVESTORS UK HOLDINGS LTD
SCHAPER BENZ & WISE INVESTMENT COUNSEL, INC.

Marquette University AIM Fund

Shares Held
1,017,690
1,000,000
494,786
337,086
337,055

September 24, 2008

Percent of Share Outstanding
8.03%
7.89%
3.90%
2.66%
3.66%
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Heartland Payment Systems
HPY
Price: $27.18 ($19.44  $33.00)
Fiscal Year Ends: December 31
Date: September 19th, 2008
Russell 2000 Index: 752.50 (643.28  852.06)

Brian Finnie
Business Services Sector

Heartland Payment Systems provides card payment processing solutions to U.S. merchants,
allowing merchants to accept debit, credit, and prepaid cards along with other forms of
payment. The company receives approximately 52 bps per card transaction for providing the
technology to read a card’s magnetic strip, verify the account balance, and authorize the
transaction in addition to clearing and settling the transaction. Revenue is generated from a
variety of industry verticals including restaurants (30%), petroleum (25%), retail (14%),
automotive (6%), lodging (6%), and convenience stores (6%). Heartland processed $51.9 billion
in transaction volume in 2007 from 155,000 merchant locations and has a 2.3% market share in
the merchant processing industry. The company also offers payroll processing services through
its whollyowned subsidiary Heartland Payroll Company.
Recommendation
Heartland will continue to be propelled by a vigorous Key Statistics
Sept. 19, 2008
growth strategy in the fast growing merchant
Market Cap
$979M
processing industry. To illustrate, the company has
Shares Outstanding
37.5M
grown revenue at a 30% CAGR and EPS at a 50%
Avg. Volume
291,977
CAGR over the past three years while card
F2007 Net Rev.
303.3M
processing growth has been 1213%. Heartland will
F2007 EPS
$0.90
continue to gain market share as the company
F2008E EPS
$1.15
distinguishes itself from larger competitors through
Operating Margin
20%
pricing visibility and the use of a direct sales force,
P/E (NTM)
20.24
driving new merchant volume growth along with
PEG (NTM)
1.11
lowering merchant attrition. The company’s
ROE
23.52%
emphasis on new merchant growth is shown through
Debt/Equity
45.6%
its initiative to increase its direct sales force from its
Beta
0.879
current level of 1,190 to 2,000 over the next few
WACC
9.52%
years. Importantly, revenue is highlyrecurring as
Dividend Yield
1.32%
merchants typically sign three year contracts. This is
Target Price
$30.00
Source: Bloomberg, Company Filings
demonstrated as 85% of 2007 revenue was signed in
2006 or earlier. With expectations for continued strong growth for HPY, it is recommended that
HPY be added to the smallcap AIM portfolio with a target price of $30.00.
Investment Thesis
· Strong Industry Growth. The Nilson Report, a merchant processing industry
publication, estimates the industry will grow at an 11% CAGR from 20072011. In
addition, over the past six quarters Visa and MasterCard U.S. debit card volume growth
has been in the midhigh teens and U.S. credit card growth has been in the midhigh
single digits. Increasing consumer and merchant acceptance of cards as a form of
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·

·

payment will continue to displace check usage, providing substantial opportunities for
Heartland.
Petroleum Vertical Exposure. Heartland acquired Alliance Data’s Network Services
segment in May, providing Heartland a 2530% market share of the gas station vertical.
This segment processed $17 billion in card processing volume for the petroleum industry
in 2007. Synergies are expected to be realized as various processing functions are
concentrated, which could expand operating margins toward the company’s goal of 25%.
Notably, Heartland is less subject to discretionary consumer spending due to this
exposure to the petroleum vertical, particularly important given the company’s other
vertical exposures.
Discover and American Express Opportunities. Earlier this year Heartland signed
agreements with Discover Card and American Express allowing Heartland to provide
card processing for both card types at its merchants beginning in late 2008 and early
2009. Assuming the Discover relationship will receive similar economics to the
Mastercard and Visa relationships, the Discover relationship could add $7.5 million in
revenue to 2009. The American Express relationship has slightly different economics,
but has the potential to provide similar revenue to the Discover relationship.

Valuation
The $30 price target is supported by a P/E (NTM) analysis and DCF valuation. The $30 price
target assumes a conservative 21x C2009E consensus EPS multiple, near the low end of the
historical trading range of 1732x NTM EPS. Considering economic concerns, a slightly below
average multiple was used providing opportunity for additional upside. Additionally, Heartland
is currently trading at 18.8x C2009E consensus EPS where as its sole public competitor, Global
Payments, is currently trading at 19.1x C2009 consensus EPS. The $30 price target is also
supported by an 8year DCF using a 3% terminal growth rate, 9.6% WACC, average revenue
growth of 10% and peak operating margins of 21%. This offers a 10% upside on the stock along
with a dividend yield of 1.32%.
Risks
· Slowdown in Consumer Spending. Because Heartland processes card transactions for a
variety of industries including restaurant and retail, it is exposed to slowing consumer
spending. While the risk of a prolonged consumer spending slowdown exists, the ability
of the company to continue to add new merchants should minimize the extent to which
slowing consumer spending could harm growth. Importantly, transaction volume over
the past three quarters has remained in the midhigh teens.
· Larger Competition. The company competes in an industry in which the top five
competitors have a 75% market share. These competitors have the potential to provide
pricing pressure; however, the largest competitor Chase Paymentech (30% market share),
a joint venture between First Data and J.P. Morgan Chase, is being broken up, which may
create some turmoil in the market place.
Management
Robert Carr, is the CEO and Chairman of the Board of Heartland. Mr. Carr cofounded the
company in 1997 with Heartland Bank, after selling his interest in an independent sales
organization he founded. Currently, Mr. Carr owns 15% of Heartland’s shares outstanding.
Robert H.B. Baldwin Jr. is the CFO of Heartland and has been since 2000.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by Insiders:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

31%
72%
Source: FactSet

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder Name
T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc.
Capital World Investors
Capital Research Global Investors
Granahan Investment Management, Inc.
D.F. Dent & Co., Inc.

Shares Held
3,867,631
1,598,200
1,277,163
1,047,948
833,790

Percent of Share Outstanding
10.37%
10.19%
6.15%
4.15%
3.79%
Source: FactSet
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Interline Brands, Inc.
IBI
Price: $17.23 ($12.83$25.27)
Fiscal Year Ends: December 31
September 15, 2008
Russell 2000 Index: 689.7671 (643.28852.06)

Andrew Knapp
Consumer Services Sector

Interline Brands, Inc. is a leading national distributor and direct marketer of maintenance,
repair, and operations (MRO) products. Interline sells to a diversified customer base made up of
three primary end markets: professional contractors, facilities maintenance professionals, and
specialty distributors. Interline’s products are primarily used for the repair, maintenance,
remodeling, and refurbishment of properties and nonindustrial facilities. The company sells its
products directly through field sales representatives, as well as through telesales supported by
catalog and promotional mailings. Interline Brands operates primarily in the United States and
Canada. The company was founded in 1978 and is headquartered in Jacksonville, Florida.
Recommendation
Sept. 2008
Interline obtains its revenues through highly diversified Key Statistics
$539.91M
product distribution. The majority of Interline’s revenues Market Cap
Shares
Outstanding
32.39M
are driven by specialized products in Plumbing (31%),
275,666
Janitorial and Sanitary (23%), Electrical and Lighting Average Volume
Beta
1.42
(10%), and Heating/Air Conditioning (10%). The quality
N/A
of the products offered and their competitively low prices Dividend Yield
$1.51
have helped to establish Interline as a key player in MRO EPS (TTM)
42.39%
distribution. Recent economic data has indicated that the Debt Ratio*
11.04
number of occupied apartment units in the US has P/E (TTM)
1.46
increased 0.1% in the past quarter. This growth is a key P/B*
indicator of the demand for maintenance products and WACC
8.59%
reflects the market’s overall resilience in a tough ROE
13.27%
environment. Interline currently offers a unique buying ROA
6.97%
opportunity considering the majority of its revenues are PEG
0.79
obtained through repair and maintenance. Additionally, Operating Margin
8.74%
Interline continues to look for growth opportunities Target Price
$21.00
Source: Yahoo! Finance, *Bloomberg
through distributor acquisition, with the most recent
coming less than a month ago in Eagle Maintenance Supply, Inc., a janitorial distributor.
Interline’s forward looking strategies, economic forecasts, and company valuation have
contributed to a per share target price of $21.00. With a potential upside of 22%, it is
recommended that Interline Brands be added to the AIM portfolio.
Investment Thesis
· Diversified Product Offering. Given current economic conditions, Interline’s wide array
of product offerings (85,000) has helped to mitigate the effect of consumer weakness. To
more fully participate in the MRO market, Interline’s management plans to broaden its
reach by adding over 7,000 additional SKUs.
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·

Long Term Growth Prospects. Interline focuses its business on maximizing operating
margins through the company’s repair, maintenance, and remodeling customers. This is
an area of strong emphasis given its proportion of total revenues (70%) and current
economic conditions. Interline is also continually looking to penetrate markets
geographically and maintain a disciplined long term acquisition strategy.
· Efficient Operations and Logistics. Through a wide network of strategically placed
distribution centers, Interline is able to deliver its products in a fast and efficient manner.
The company has the capabilities to deliver products within one business day to 98% of
the U.S. population, a strong competitive advantage. Interline has also increased its
ability to streamline inventory management through its advanced management
information systems, enhancing overall efficiency.
Valuation
The valuation for Interline Brands was performed using a DCF and a relative valuation. A DCF
indicates an implied intrinsic value of $20.67 and after adjusting for WACC and terminal growth
assumptions, a sensitivity analysis reveals a price range of $13.39$33.32. Additionally, a
relative P/E analysis found an industry multiple of 14.72x ($22.23). Taking each method and its
result into account, a target price of $21.00 was established, implying a 22% upside.

WACC

Terminal Growth Rate
$
20.67
7%
8%
9%
10%
11%

2.00%
$33.03
$23.50
$16.97
$12.23
$8.66

2.50%
$37.40
$26.13
$18.67
$13.39
$9.47

3.00%
$42.99
$29.33
$20.67
$14.72
$10.40

3.50%
$50.39
$33.32
$23.07
$16.27
$11.45

4.00%
$60.65
$38.41
$25.98
$18.09
$12.67

Risks
· Continued Economic Downturn. A slowdown in the general economy has affected
revenue growth adversely in the contractor and specialty distributor end markets over the
past two quarters. The declines of 9% and 5%, respectively, have contributed to an
overall contraction in performance. The potential for an extended slowdown can have an
adverse affect on Interline’s profitability.
· Product Liability. Interline is reliant upon manufacturers and other suppliers to provide
them with the products they sell and distribute. Naturally, they do not have direct control
over the products manufactured or supplied by such third parties, and are exposed to risks
relating to the products distributed.
· Fluctuations in Product Costs and Fuel Prices. Interline’s level of profitability is
correlated with fluctuations in product and transportation costs. Sharp increases in either
can negatively affect the company’s ability to enhance its margins.
Management
Interline is led by Chairman and CEO Michael J. Grebe. Grebe has been with the company since
1999 and previously served as a Group Vice President of Airgas, Inc., a distributor of industrial
gases. William Sanford, who has served as the company’s President and COO, announced his
retirement from the position this summer. While Interline will not immediately fill Sanford’s
position, he will continue to work on the company’s acquisitions until his departure. Thomas
Tossavainen is the company’s CFO.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

3%
95%
Source: Yahoo! Finance, Google Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder Name
T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc.
Chilton Investment Company, LLC
Columbia Wanger Asset Management
UBS Global Asset Management
Artisan Partners, LP

Marquette University AIM Fund

Shares Held
4,209,500
3,456,355
1,925,000
1,743,164
1,662,800

September 24, 2008

Percent of Share Outstanding
13.00%
10.67%
5.94%
5.38%
5.13%
Source: Bloomberg
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National Bank of Greece (NBG)
Price: $7.68 ($7.52$13.55)
Fiscal Year Ends: December 31
September 23, 2008
S&P ADR Index: 1641.43 (1605.912148.48)

Alison Bettonville
International Financial Services

National Bank of Greece is the oldest and largest bank in Greece. Founded in 1841, NBG served
as a commercial bank and the central bank of Greece until 1928. Today, NBG has adopted a
universal banking model, providing a full array of services from commercial and retail banking
to asset management, insurance, and a wide range of investment banking services. Recently, the
bank has expanded in the southeastern Europe region, most notably in 2007 by acquiring 85% of
Finansbank, the 5th largest bank in Turkey. Additional international acquisitions have included
Banca Romaneasca, based in Bucharest, and Vojvodjanska Bank, a formerly stateowned
Serbian bank. The common shares of NBG trade on the Athens Stock Exchange, as well as in
Luxembourg and Copenhagen, with depository receipts in New York and London.
Key Statistics
Recommendation:
Market Cap
NBG offers a strong, consumerbased banking
Shares Outstanding
model (retail banking =39% 1H 08 profit). Its
Shares per ADR:
rich history has created strong brand recognition
Avg. Volume (3m)
TTM EPS
as the most reliable bank in Greece. NBG’s
Forward EPS
strategy to increase its feebased businesses
P/E (TTM)
(currently 19% of income) and expand its
P/B
international presence (currently 35% of
operating profit) should continue the firm’s rapid ROE (TTM)
Net interest margin
growth (48% 4 yr CAGR). The bank should
Beta (5 yr wkly v. SPADR)
experience softer growth in the near term as it
WACC
digests recent acquisitions and the global
Dividend (yield)
economy slows, but is wellpositioned to
Target Price
increase its market share and influence in
Southeastern European banking in the coming years.

September 2, 2008
€14.8B
496,654M
.20
560,017
€3.06
€3.43
9.75
1.83
19.31%
4.3%
1.143
9.56%
.12 (1.56%)
$11.50
Source: Bloomberg

Investment Thesis:
· Industry leader. NBG is the largest mortgage underwriter in Greece (24.2% market
share), the largest Greek asset manager (29% market share), and the largest primary
dealer for Greek government bonds. The bank is also a leader in underwriting domestic
equities, having underwritten 27 of 39 domestic IPO’s since 2003. NBG makes 20% of
all Greek commercial loans, and holds 24% of Greek commercial deposits. In the credit
card segment, NBG has issued over 1 million cards, representing 17.2% of the market.
· International expansion. NBG has grown internationally via recent acquisitions. The
bank plans to continue this expansionary effort, creating value by leveraging its expertise
across developing southeastern European economies. With a population of 128 million,
the region should continue its strong economic growth trends even in a global slowdown,
giving NBG a maturing financial market in which to expand. Management has set a goal
of increasing income from international operations to 45% of profits.
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·

Focus on efficiency. NBG focuses on efficiency and exploiting synergies across the firm;
the bank has restructured its wide network of subsidiaries to cut costs and reduce overlap.
For example, NGB combined two investment services divisions to cut administrative
costs and leverage the combined entity’s size in the region, with the goal of becoming the
largest integrated securities firm in Southeastern Europe. Further, NBG has identified its
strong insurance business (one of the largest in the region) as a target to crosssell. In
2007, the bank implemented a program crossselling home mortgages and life insurance;
as a result, 74% of new mortgage recipients also purchased an insurance policy. NBG is
in the process of implementing a similar program with its P&K Investment Services unit.
Valuation:
A dividend discount model assuming EPS growth of 10%, a WACC of 9.56%, and terminal
growth of 3% valued NBG at $11.45 per ADR share. The model further assumes the US dollar/
euro exchange rate converging $1.15, its natural rate implied through purchasing power of parity,
over the course of ten years. Dividend payout ratio was held constant at 35%, as Greek banks are
required to pay out this percent of any profits to shareholders. The model’s result of $11.45 was
validated by sensitivity analysis, as seen below. Additionally, a pricetobook value multiple was
calculated at 2.0, based on industry comparables and the firm’s historical data; this multiple
valued the firm at $11.74. Overall, $11.50 is a reasonable target price for NGB.
growth rate
5%

7%

9%

11%

13%

WACC

7.0%

$9.62

$11.32

$13.32

$15.67

$18.40

9.0%

$8.07

$9.47

$11.11

$13.04

$15.29

11.0%

$6.81

$7.97

$9.33

$10.91

$12.77

13.0%

$5.78

$6.74

$7.87

$9.19

$10.72

Risks:
· Economic slowdown. The bank’s main source of growth comes from customer deposits,
especially in Greece. These deposits may decrease should the Greek economy slow;
however, Greece is anticipated to be more resilient in the downtown than many other
eurozone nations. GDP growth is expected to slow significantly but not decline or fall
into recession. NBG’s exposure to Turkey and other growing Southeastern European
economies should temper any downward trends as well.
· Ongoing acquisitions. NBG is not shy about its plans to continue expanding eastward.
The bank is looking to grow both organically and through additional acquisitions; future
purchases could be costly or difficult to integrate. The Finansbank acquisition in 2007
was NBG’s largest acquisition to date, at €3.4B; accordingly, NBG is not likely to make
another major acquisition for some time.
· Strength of the euro. Domiciled in Greece, NBG’s profits are reported in euro, and as
US dollar investors, our return will diminish as the dollar appreciates against the euro,
and we expect it to do so. After the Finansbank acquisition, however, NBG’s financial
results are additionally exposed to the foreign exchange value of the Turkish lira, which
has been volatile vs. the euro.
Management
Mr. Takis A. Arapoglou is the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of NBG. He came to the
bank in 2004 after a nearly thirty year career specializing in debt and equity capital markets and
consulting for Citicorp Investment Bank and Chase Investment Bank. He previously served as
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President and CEO of the Ionian and Popular Bank of Greece, and is currently the President of
the Hellenic Banks Association.

Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

0%
2%
Source: Yahoo!Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder Name
Ishares MSCI EAFE index fund
Thornburg Investment Management Inc.
Allianz Global Investors of America
William Blair & Company
Pax World Management Corp.

Marquette University AIM Fund

Shares Held
14,809,226
12,140,720
4,117,790
4,089,511
2,127,258

September 24, 2008

Percent of Shares Outstanding
.6%
.49%
.17%
.17%
.09%
Source:Yahoo!Finance
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American Campus Communities Inc.
ACC
Price: $29.90 ($23.1832.14)
Fiscal Year Ends: December 31
September 17, 2008
Russell 2000 Index: $676.38 (643.28852.06)

David Martin
Financial Services Sector

American Campus Communities Inc. is a real estate investment trust (REIT) which invests in
student housing properties in the United States. The company is a selfmanaged REIT that
acquires, designs, finances, develops, leases, and manages student housing properties. ACC has
developed more than $1.5 billion in properties and has acquired more than $2 billion in student
housing assets. ACC’s property portfolio includes 145 student housing properties containing
roughly 92,000 beds in 93 college markets. As a REIT, ACC is exempt from federal and state
income taxes since it distributes at least 90% of its REIT taxable income to shareholders. ACC
was founded in 1993 and is currently headquartered in Austin, TX.
Recommendation
Student housing will be less susceptible to downturns in
the economy due to noncyclical demand for properties
and favorable demographic trends. During times of
economic weakness, universities experience higher
enrollments as people defer entering the job market and
decide to pursue a degree. According to the National
Center for Public Policy & Higher Education, college
population has increased by 20% from a decade ago and
will continue to grow at a 3% annual rate until 2020. This
bodes well for American Campus Communities, which is
the nation’s leading student housing company. The firm’s
total market cap of $1.26B is four times larger than its
primary competitor’s market cap (EDR).

Key Statistics
Sept. 2008
Market Cap
$1,234.88M
Shares Outstanding
43.30M
Average Volume
0.44M
Beta
0.88
EPS (TTM)
$0.24
2009 Estimated EPS
$0.34
P/E (TTM)
108.11
WACC
7.29%
Debt/Assets
57.64%
ROE
1.20%
Dividend Yield
4.61%
Operating Margin
51.64%
Target Price
$34.00
Source: Bloomberg

ACC’s business model is specifically focused on investing in properties close to campuses in
markets that have high barriers to entry. Along with its investment approach, the company has
three business divisions which give management a competitive edge. First, ACC has a property
management division which helps reduce expenses versus hiring a thirdparty management team.
Second, its ACE program allows the REIT to develop oncampus facilities with its own equity
through ground leases with universities. This helps universities preserve their credit capacity.
Lastly, ACC has an operating system (LAMS) that enables ACC to determine leasing rates, price
sensitivity, and marketing effectiveness. Each part of the company has propelled ACC to reach
14 quarters of more than 6 percent NOI growth. ACC plans to continue its business initiative by
developing and acquiring properties that meet and surpass the needs of students and universities.
Although ACC is trading close to its 52 week high, it is recommended that ACC be added to the
portfolio with a target price of $34 because of its investment philosophy, development pipeline,
and defensive characteristics towards current market volatility.
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Investment Thesis
· Investment Approach. ACC invests in properties that are in close proximity to
campuses and have product differentiation. 82% of ACC’s assets are located within one
mile of campuses. Students are willing to pay a premium based on location indicated by
ACC’s average rent of $542 per bed versus its competition’s average of $437 per bed.
·

Acquisition Pipeline. ACC finalized the acquisition of GMH Communities Trust in June
2008, which gave ACC an entry to 41 new markets. ACC also completed Vista del Sol, a
development of 1866 beds at Arizona State University. ACC plans to expand this year, as
it has started a project in Boise State University consisting of 2000 new beds. The recent
acquisitions and developments were successful indicated by samestore whollyowned
occupancy of 94.2% in 2Q08 versus 93.1% in 2Q07.

·

Defensive Characteristics. Student housing is less affected by unemployment, rising
interest rates, and falling home prices. Despite the current economy, ACC is up 11.36%
year to date.

Valuation
The 10 year discounted cash flow valuation for ACC with an estimated WACC of 7.29% and a
terminal growth rate of 3.0% leads to an intrinsic value of $31.47, compared to the current price
of $29.90. Adjusting for WACC assumptions between 7.0%8.00% and terminal growth rate
assumptions between 2.00%4.00%, leads to a price range of $22.64$36.09. Taking into account
all metrics, a target price of $34.00 is reasonable.
Risks
· Outstanding Debt and Negative Free Cash Flows. During the past three years, ACC
has increased its presence by acquiring many properties within a mile of campuses. These
purchases came at a high price, which have resulted in negative free cash flow and a high
amount of outstanding debt ($1.29B). Much of the debt can be attributable to its
acquisition of GMH Communities Trust for $1.4B.
·

University Policy. ACC relies on universities for referrals and student mailing lists. If
universities decided to change this system, it could result in higher vacancies and reduced
cash flows. In addition, if universities cut admissions, ACC would have to increase its
marketing campaign and face a higher risk of vacancy.

·

Vacancy Risks. Vacancy poses the biggest risk in student housing properties since
rooms are leased at the start of the academic year and can remain vacant until the next
leasing season.

Management
American Campus Communities has an experienced corporate staff that has been involved in the
development, acquisition, or management of more than 130 student housing properties,
consisting of more than 81,000 beds at over 85 colleges and universities. Seven members of the
corporate staff began their careers as resident assistances while attending college. The current
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CEO, William C. Bayless Jr. has 24 years in the business and spearheaded the lucrative ACE and
LAMS business initiatives.

Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

0.38%
100.70%
Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder Name
Davis Selected Advisers, LP
Goldman Sachs Group Inc.
FMR LLC
Vanguard Group, Inc.
Deutsche Bank Aktiengesellschaft

Marquette University AIM Fund

Shares Held
3,164,691
3,119,380
2,826,800
2,804,061
2,749,047

September 24, 2008

Percent of Share Outstanding
7.48%
7.37%
6.68%
6.63%
6.50%
Source: Yahoo! Finance
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